Meyers wiring diagram

Left angle is default. If the motor runs and no valves open, the plow goes left. On older
controller harnesses the power wire was black with an inline fuse. On newer controller
harnesses the power wire is dark blue with an inline fuse. The Orange wire is the ground for the
Touchpad Controller. Some are long enough to go to the battery, and some are short to be
mounted under one of the Motor Solenoid mounting screws. The Orange wire has a large ring
terminal on it. If it is short, we recommend extending it to reach the battery. Early Touchpads
had a short orange ground wire that was attached to a good ground point under the dash, which
is fine too. Older Meyer Motor Solenoids had a single small terminal, where the white wire is
connected. The Mounting Bracket on the Motor Solenoid had to be mounted to a good ground
for the Motor Solenoid to work properly. The Touchpad debuted in with the E pump. This is the
original square touchpad, with a smooth face. It is an analog switch. It is not digital. It had a
round plug with 6 pins. In November Meyer changed to a rectangular 6 pin connector. If you
have this plug your controller is over 20 years old. There is an adapter to use the round 6 pin
vehicle harness with a new rectangular plug Touchpad. Our part number is M We are seeing a
high failure rate of these switches this winter - The only fix is to replace it. It is not a question of
if it will fail, but rather when it will fail. Several failures occurred when the owner entered the
vehicle, and turned the ignition on. The pump began running, they had to cut the wire off of the
motor to stop it from running. In their haste they did not think of turning off the switch, or
unplugging the controller. In August Meyer released a new rectangular Touchpad, with raised
buttons, and changed to digital control. It uses the same rectangular 6 pin connector that the
previous analog switch used. Now the Touchpad senses amp draw of each circuit, and if it
reaches a set threshold, it turns on the overload light. If it happens when you press down, or put
it in float, it is the A Coil that is bad, or has a bad connection. If it happens when you press the
raise button, it is the B Coil that is bad or has a bad connection. If it happens when you press
the left button, it is the motor solenoid that has a bad connection. If it happens when you press
right, it is the C Coil that is bad or has a bad connection. The B and C Coil both use the motor
solenoid too, but the allowable threshold must be higher. Digital Touchpad Part it went from X
to a couple of times. As of it is Here are two views of the plugs on the ends of the harness
coming from the Touchpad, and the Vehicle Harness it plugs in to. Our Other Sites:
Snowplowing-Contractors. Genuine Meyer Touchpad Controller. Has 6 pin rectangular
connector. This is the newest design with self diagnostics. Manufacturer: Genuine Meyer. Click
on the image for a larger view. SKU: MX. Left angle is default. If the motor runs and no valves
open, the plow goes left. On older Toggle control harnesses the power wire was black with an
inline 20 amp glass fuse. On newer Toggle control harnesses the power wire is black with an
inline 20 amp ATC fuse. Here is a look at the back of the plugs that the switches plug in to.
Older Meyer Motor Solenoids had a single small terminal, where the white wire is connected.
The Mounting Bracket on the Motor Solenoid had to be mounted to a good ground for the Motor
Solenoid to work properly. It is not that simple. The ON means it is a momentary switch in that
position. When you press it up, it will run the motor until you let go, then it spring returns to the
center OFF Position. When you push it down, it will lock ON in the down position to allow the
plow to "Float" and follow the contour of the pavement. It does this by sending power to the A
Coil, holding the A valve open. Every other function up, left, right is for a few seconds. When
you press the switch in either direction, it will run the motor until you let go, then it will spring
return to the center OFF position. Additionally, BOTH switches have the center power terminal
bonded, feeding both poles of the switch. Now I know someone out there is reading this
because they want to make their own harness. We have supplies to help you do just that. At the
top of this page is the diagram, looking at the back of the switches. We are selling a kit that
includes the 2 Sockets, and 8 Terminals you would need to make your own harness. I also made
a video showing how to crimp the Terminals on. No script, the battery died, the text I added to
the video appears at the wrong time. Not my best video for sure, but it will be helpful I am sure.
Of course if you have the fancy crimpers, use them. Most people do not, but they do have the
tools I use in the video with the exception of the tooth crimper. MOST crimpers have a tooth, but
it might not work for this application. Maybe Klein Tools makes one as well? I am sure a big box
store sells one that will work. Our Other Sites: Snowplowing-Contractors. Might be packaged,
might be in a bag. We have been buying them in bulk from Meyer. Meyer Part Packaging may
vary. Some are "Carded" and some are "Clamshell", some are in bags. Clamshell is in the
picture. Toggle Switch Controls. There are three different pictures of this product. OEM Meyer
Harness for toggle switch controls. Molded plugs connect directly to switches. OEM Parts. SKU:
M Meyer came out with the 1 Piece Plug. The very first consisted of a short truckside harness
that the individual wires could be plugged into, and a plowside harness that would connect to
the EH, EH, or the EH. Once it was clear moving forward that the whole plow assembly would be
removed as a unit, the Truckside Harness evolved into the truckside harness. The Touchpad

Controller was standard, so the harness had a plug for the Touchpad in the cab. There was also
the debut of the EH around the same time, so a hydraulic side harness for that came out. Next
came the Pistol Grip Controller. Since the Universal Harness was already in use on the Xpress
Plows, it made sense to use the same harness, in fact, it became the Universal Harness. So the
plug in the cab changed to the Universal Pistol Grip plug. Naturally now that the truckside had a
round plug, the various plowside harnesses came out as well. Now, here are the pin outs for all
of the above harnesses to aid in wiring and troubleshooting your Meyer plow wiring. Obsolete,
click on S. ONLY fits S, not the older For repair end see Related Products or search M Scroll
through ALL images to be sure you are buying the correct part. Meyer Toggle Switch Wiring
Diagram. Some information on Meyer Touchpad wiring. Some information on Meyer Slik Stik
wiring. Original Instructions for Truck-Lite with 6 wire switch. Original Instructions for
Truck-Lite with 12 wire switch. Original Instructions for Dietz Plow Lights. Supplement for Dietz
Plow Lights. Meyer Nite Saber Wiring. How we wire Truck-Lite plow lights. Our Other Sites:
Snowplowing-Contractors. Author: Chuck Smith. Power, ground, lights, and a complete long
harness into the cab for the touchpad controller. Manufacturer: Genuine Meyer. Power, ground,
lights, and 3 plugs for long touchpad controller harness coming from the cab. Power, ground,
lights, and dual wire coil plugs. Also fits Xpress Plow. Carefully cut off the old broken cap,
install this new one. No need to replace the whole harness like in the past. SKU: M Remember I
mentioned a "few exceptions" above? Well this is one of them. The Xpress Plow came out in It
utilized an E hydraulic unit. The E used a wireless controller that was short lived, and with a
couple of upgrades covered under warranty, became the E It utilized a Lift Frame that looked
like a giant push bar on the front of the vehicle that was NOT removable. The Xpress Plow
literally mounted itself on the truck. While the wireless controller was troublesome, once
upgraded to the E it was very reliable and very easy to mount. I will even go so far as to say
there is no easier mounting plow out there, period. You just had to get close to the plow, and
the mount would pull the plow on, self centering itself. Why are the Xpress Plows not that
common? They were the most expensive by far. More expensive than any other 8' or 9' plow
from any manufacturer. Including the more expensive poly plows. The Xpress plow used the
Aggressor Moldboard, which evolved with little change into the Lot Pro Moldboard which is the
standard Commercial full trip Moldboard sold today with the EZ Plus mount plow system. There
are pictures on our Mount Identification Page to help you figure out what style of Meyer
mounting you have. Even the BEST maintained equipment needs parts replaced at some point.
We will start with the E which I am confident is the most popular plow pump ever produced.
Considering it was made from until , it is not just a bold unfounded statement. Many will say the
E was the fastest and most powerful unit Meyer ever made, and I agree. The V was only used on
the EZ Vector 8. It is embarrassing to say the EZ Vector was a miserable failure. It came out
around There are not many of them out there. Some are still in use today. Overall it was not a
well thought out design with many shortcomings. It used the EZ Classic Mounting. The E came
out next in The E came out in with the Xpress Plow. Originally it was a wireless controlled unit
with no control harness between the truck and the E There was only a power and ground wire
from the truck to the E It was quickly replaced by the E The E came out at the same time as the
E, or maybe never made it onto the market at all. I have never seen one on a truck before. The E
was the E without the wireless controller, utilizing the now standard one piece plug that is used
on the EZ Plus Mounting System, and the Pistol Grip controller. The V was the original hydraulic
unit used on the Super V Plow. It came out in and was quickly replaced by the V Monarch unit in
Looking at it, you could not see just how complicated it was how many pieces it had because
most of it was hidden under a cover. The EH was next in , and it replaced all prior hydraulic
units. Meyer decided to only offer it as an H Model. If you try to mount it in the existing holes in
the EZ Classic Lift Arm, the back of the tank on the EH will hit the crosstube on the Lift frame,
and dent the tank, and the Motor will hit the crosstube as well, damaging the unit. It is an
optional hydraulic unit for trucks that do not have central hydraulics, or if they do not want to
use central hydraulics to control the plow. It is made by Monarch. It is a Monarch unit. The E is
now standard as of on all EZ Plus systems. It came out in Originally the Super VLD 7. The ST
was not intended to stand for Standard. It was originally intended to stand for Spring Trip. I
don't need to go back through all the sales literature I have going back to the 's, so we will just
call it the ST, and use ST to represent Standard. The ST was available in widths from 6' all the
way up to 9' and even 10'. However, they were not all made the same. Again, they are few and
far between these day other than the ST I still have ST-6 and ST While many will bash the ST as
"junk" and I will explain more of that it is still the most popular ever made. The ST used it's own
A Frame design. It had the Mounting Ears spaced at This is VERY important when trying to
identify what you have. This is because people liked to MAKE plows fit vehicles they were never
meant to fit. Lets go back to the A Frame Ear spacing. I say this because I get calls and even

have seen instances where someone modified the short narrow "Jeep" A Frame to fit a Fullsize
truck. The easiest way to identify an ST Moldboard is to look at the ribs on the back of the
Moldboard. The other thing is the Trip Springs. If there are only 3 Trip Springs, it is an ST for
sure. As far as the ST Series being "junk"; there is a reason for that. Meyer saw the need for a
stronger better built plow in However, it took a lot longer for the car and truck dealers to get on
board. They insisted for years on flooding their lots with the ST. Plain and simple, they were
greedy. The trucks had more power, more torque, and could carry more weight. That additional
weight behind the ST was too much. Something had to give. I personally plowed for years with
an ST on an 80 GMC , and never broke a weld or bent anything. I plowed in the Blizzard of when
we had 30" of snow in a short period. I snapped an axle shaft after plowing 24 hours straight,
but the plow never had any problems. The snow was so deep with the plow fully raised driving
from site to site I was plowing. Now I was plowing with the bed empty except for a snowblower
and 10 bags of rock salt. Plow a little faster than you should, hit a few immovable objects, and
there will be a plow failure. C Series - We use the C to designate Commercial. The main reason
for this is that trucks were getting bigger, and more powerful than ever. The C Series came out
in The 's are known for the muscle cars produced, well trucks were catching up with power as
well. The C Series ran until , a 30 year run. The C Series in the 8' width had 4 Trip Springs. The C
Series A Frame had the ears spaced at It was even available for the Chevy LUV. It was meant to
replace the ST, and ST It was lighter so it could be mounted on the lighter imported trucks with
less front axle capacity. The ST would be too heavy for these little trucks. The TM was a perfect
fit. The TM stands for Two Meter. It has two Trip Springs on the back. It has a round tubular A
Frame. Diamond Plow Moldboards Plow Lights Going back to when Meyer first introduced plow
lights, the originals were just round headlights. There were no turn signals on them. The first
plow lights used that had turn signals were the Signal Stat lights. Signal-Stat was purchased by
Truck-Lite. The Dietz plow lights were used around Truck-Lite plow lights were used from
around up until the Nite Saber plow lights came out in Although the 12 wire system plugged into
the existing headlamp wiring, the turn signals and marker lights still needed to be spliced into
the plow lights. On top of Meyer Plow lights it says who made them. These say "Meyer by
Truck-Lite" on them. Nite Saber plow lights were used from to current. They used Changeover
Modules to switch between the vehicle headlamps and plow lights. The turn signals and marker
lights still had to be spliced into the vehicle wiring. They worked by sending power from a
switch in the cab to the Changeover Modules that have internal relays, and switch power from
the vehicle headlamps to the plow lights. They use Headlight Adapters to route power from the
vehicle headlamp wiring to the Changeover Module, and out to the plow lights. You can read
more about the Nite Saber plow light system here: Nite Saber II plow lights were optional in
years past, and are now standard, becoming standard in They have a high beam bulb, and a low
beam bulb. The original design had the same mounting on the bottom as the Nite Saber lights.
Then they went to a bracket much like a fog light. They have two Stainless Steel Bolts that are
used to adjust and secure the lights. BOTH were used with the E hydraulic unit because that
was the only unit available. The Power and Ground wires were conventional battery cables, the
plow lights each had their own plug, and the A, B, and C Coil wires had Bullet Connectors. They
also used these same controllers with the E Quick Lift for the first year or two, then the
Touchpad Controller came standard with the E, and the Slik Stik came standard with the E This
is because the "Hydraulic Carton" included all the wiring and controller with the Hydraulic Unit.
This is still true today, if you order a Hydraulic Carton, it comes with the PA Rams and all the
wiring. It is the complete hydraulic system in a box. The Power and Ground now had to be easily
disconnected because the Lift frame was removable. This was the debut of the and Power and
Ground cables, and the Pump Harness. To make removal easier, Meyer came out with the first
"One Piece Plug", which was a single rectangular plug with all the wires in it. To make it easy to
retrofit, on the truck side, it was a short harness The existing individual wires could be
connected to it, so now there was only one plug on the truck to connect when hooking up the
plow, and one plug on the plow The only catch is that the light plugs were for Nite Saber lights
only, because at this point, Nite Saber Plow Lights were standard. Then, it was clear that the
one piece plug was going to be standard, so Meyer made the truck side one harness , and since
the Touchpad was now standard, the controller portion of the harness to the cab had a plug for
the Touchpad, making it the only controller option. It still used the Truck Side Harness, so the
only controller offered was the Touchpad. Also, the new Universal Truck Side Harness became
standard. We made an adapter to use the Touchpad in place of the Pistol Grip, and two years
later Meyer came out with the same adapter. So a straight plow could be hooked up, or a V plow
could be hooked up on the same truck with no modifications to the wiring. Just use the
controller for the plow that was mounted. This is the same today, and the V plow Pistol Grip will
even operate the straight blades as well. The Harness was replaced by the S which is can be

used to replace the The only difference is the socket on the end of the S is screwed on so it can
easily be changed. The S stands for Split. The wires coming out of the back of the socket are
split. One main branch is the battery cables, and the other is the controller and lights. With the
old the entire harness had to be ran to the battery, and then over the motor to go into the cab.
Xpress Plow - The Xpress Plow originally had a wireless controller in that it sent signals to the E
on the plow. It still had a cord to provide power to the controller itself. This is because there was
still a patent in force for automatic raise. ALM meant when the truck was shifted into reverse,
the plow would drop automatically. When the truck was shifted into drive, the plow would raise
automatically. This was for clearing areas that required a lot of back dragging. Once the patent
ran out, Meyer was quick to add Automatic Raise Mode ARM , which would drop the plow when
the truck was shifted into drive, and raise the plow when the truck was shifted into reverse. The
harness can be replaced with the S , and if your socket is broken, you can order the Hinge Cap
Repair Kit. The EZ Classic diagram is not so simple as far as there is only one. There is the
power and ground wires that mate to the pump harness, and then the other harnesses are
controller specific, and brand of light specific. Toggle Switch Controls - Only recommended for
the E Slik Stik - Only recommended for the E The went through a couple of revisions. First was
the which had no automatic modes. If you double click on the raise button, the plow will go all
the way up. You do not have to hold the button down. The same for right, left, and lower. Double
clicking the down button will lower the plow and put it into float. Yes, the colors don't match the
truck SideTouchpad Plug colors, but that is not a problem. No, you can't use the Orange wire to
turn on Truck-Lites. It is "power out" from the controller. Our Other Sites:
Snowplowing-Contractors. Author: Chuck Smith. Share Updated Meyer Snowplow Wiring
Diagram â€” meyer snow plow control wiring diagram, meyer snow plow electrical diagram,
meyer snow plow lights wiring diagram, Every electrical structure is composed of various
diverse parts. Each part ought to be placed and connected with different parts in specific
manner. Otherwise, the structure will not work as it ought to be. So as to be certain the electric
circuit is built correctly, Meyer Snowplow Wiring Diagram is demanded. How does this diagram
help with circuit construction? The diagram provides visual representation of an electric
structure. On the other hand, the diagram is a simplified variant of this structure. This makes
the process of building circuit simpler. There are two things that will be present in any Meyer
Snowplow Wiring Diagram. The first element is symbol that indicate electrical element in the
circuit. A circuit is usually composed by several components. The other thing that you will get a
circuit diagram could be lines. Lines in the diagram show exactly how every component
connects to one another. The order is also not plausible, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram
only shows where to put component at a spot relative to other elements within the circuit. Even
though it is exemplary, diagram is a good foundation for everyone to build their own circuit.
One thing that you must learn before studying a circuit diagram would be the symbols. Every
symbol that is presented on the diagram shows specific circuit component. The most common
elements are capacitor, resistorbattery. There are also other elements such as ground, switch,
engine, and inductor. According to previous, the traces in a Meyer Snowplow Wiring Diagram
represents wires. Occasionally, the wires will cross. Injunction of 2 wires is generally indicated
by black dot at the junction of 2 lines. There will be principal lines which are represented by L1,
L2, L3, etc. Colors can also be utilized to differentiate wires. Ordinarily, there are two chief kinds
of circuit connections. The very first one is called series link. Due to that the electric current in
each component is comparable while voltage of this circuit is complete of voltage in each
component. Parallel link is much more complex than the string one. Unlike in string connection,
the voltage of each element is comparable. It is because the component is directly linked to
electricity resource. This circuit contains branches that are passed by different electrical
current amounts. The current joins together when the branches match. There are several items
that an engineer needs to look closely at if drawing wirings diagram. First of all, the symbols
utilized in the diagram ought to be precise. It should represent the exact element required to
construct a planned circuit. It is also highly suggested that engineer draws favorable supply
and damaging source symbols for better interpretation. Meanwhile the negative supply emblem
is set below it. The current flows from the left side to right. Besides that, diagram drawer is
advised to limit the amount of line crossing. The line and part placement should be made to
decrease it. As you can see drawing and interpreting Meyer Snowplow Wiring Diagram can be a
complicated undertaking on itself. The advice and tips that were elaborated above ought to be a
fantastic kick start, thoug
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